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Integrated Modeling and Learning
for Robust Grasping and Manipulation
with Adaptive Hands

Promise of Adaptive Hands
•Passively adapt to objects

•Good grasping with limited 
sensing, control

•Low-cost, compact design

Technical Approach
•Hybrid models based both on 
data and analytical tools that 
capture uncertainty and have 
reduced data requirements

•Tight integration with 
perception
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Challenges
•Difficult to model

• Introduce uncertainty and 
inaccuracies in execution

Impact
•Cross-disciplinary approach (mechanism, 
data, model and algorithms) for effective 
control given compliance, uncertainty

•Popularize and help adoption of               
such low-cost, open-source tools

Yale Open Hand project

Open-source Gazebo model
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Learning a State Transition Model of an
Underactuated Adaptive Hand

Avishai Sintov , Andrew S. Morgan , Andrew Kimmel, Aaron M. Dollar , Kostas E. Bekris ,
and Abdeslam Boularias

Abstract—Fully actuated multifingered robotic hands are often
expensive and fragile. Low-cost underactuated hands are appealing
but present challenges due to the lack of analytical models. This let-
ter aims to learn a stochastic version of such models automatically
from data with minimum user effort. The focus is on identifying the
dominant, sensible features required to express hand state transi-
tions given quasi-static motions, thereby enabling the learning of
a probabilistic transition model from recorded trajectories. Ex-
periments both with Gaussian processes (GP) and neural etwork
models are included for analysis and evaluation. The metric for
local GP regression is obtained with a manifold learning approach,
known as Diffusion Maps, to uncover the lower-dimensional sub-
space in which the data lies and provide a geodesic metric. Results
show that using Diffusion Maps with a feature space composed of
the object position, actuator angles, and actuator loads, sufficiently
expresses the hand-object system configuration and can provide
accurate enough predictions for a relatively long horizon. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first learned transition
model for such underactuated hands that achieves this level of pre-
dictability. Notably, the same feature space implicitly embeds the
size of the manipulated object and can generalize to new objects of
varying sizes. Furthermore, the learned model can identify states
that are on the verge of failure and which should be avoided during
manipulation. The usefulness of the model is also demonstrated by
integrating it with closed-loop control to successfully and safely
complete manipulation tasks.

Index Terms—Tendon/Wire Mechanism, Underactuated
Robots, Dexterous Manipulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL robotic hands, such as the Shadow and the
Allegro hands [1], have achieved significant accuracy and

performance. Nevertheless, they have a complex structure with
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This letter has supplementary downloadable material available at
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org, provided by the authors. This video presents the anal-
ysis and evaluation conducted on learning the transition model of an underac-
tuated adaptive hand. We show results for predicting the motion of one object,
generalization to unknown objects and implementation in closed-loop control.
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Fig. 1. Traversed paths (in yellow) using manipulation primitives: (a) Primi-
tive of rotating the actuators in the same direction with equal velocities. Circular
arrows show the counter-clockwise direction of the actuators’ rotation. (b) Ro-
tating the actuators in the opposite direction. The actuators’ rotation is switched
twice here from clockwise to counter-clockwise. With both primitives, resulting
trajectories are clearly non-linear.

many degrees-of-freedom, while they can be large, fragile and
costly. They also rely on exact hand-object models, high-fidelity
sensors, and sophisticated control and planning to achieve robust
manipulation [2], [3]. Previous efforts have depended on tactile
sensing to learn, estimate and achieve grasp stability [4]–[6].

On the other hand, underactuated hands with compliant fin-
gers are appealing due to their ability to passively adapt to ob-
jects of uncertain size and shape. Therefore, they can provide a
stable and robust grasp without tactile sensing or prior planning,
and with open-loop control [7]–[10]. In addition, due to the low
number of actuators, they enable a low cost and compact design.
It has already been demonstrated that such hands can perform
precise in-hand manipulations along with stable grasps [11].

An advantageous approach to robotic manipulation is through
the use of open source hardware, which is easily altered, fab-
ricated, and distributed for scientific contribution [12]. Due to
uncertainties in the manufacturing process, however, fabricated
models of the hands differ in size, weight and inertia according
to the manufacturing technique. The hand used in this letter, as in
Figure 1, is a compliant and underactuated hand that exhibits this
property. Due to this uncertainty, hand-crafting precise models
for these hands is a significant challenge on top of the difficulty
in modeling passively elastic joints in underactuated hands [13].
Some approaches [14], [15] rely on specific contact locations,
contact forces, and assumptions in the Coulomb (uniform) fric-
tion model to account for reconfiguration of the hand. These
parameters are typically not easy to accurately identify, how-
ever, in a physical system. Consequently, precise models for
such hands are usually unavailable as they are hard to derive
analytically or to fine-tune. Along with this, analytical control
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Planned motion

https://www.eng.yale.edu/grablab/openhand/
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Highlights during 2020

Transfer Learning Across 
Different Hands

“Learning to transfer dynamic models of 
underactuated soft robotic hands”, Schramm, 

Sintov, Boularias, ICRA 2020

Original Hand New Hand

• Don’t learn a new model for every new 
hand from scratch (12 hours of data)
• Record a small number of trajectories 

and transfer the original model. 

A cumulative 
residuals 
approach 
bounds the 
transfer errors

“Object-Agnostic Dexterous Manipulation of 
Partially Constrained Trajectories”, Morgan, Hang, 

Dollar,  IEEE RAL 2020

MPC for Within-Hand Manipulation 
in Under-constrained SE(3)

• Many tasks do not 
constrain all DoFs of 
the manipulated 
objects. 
• For such tasks: 

developed object-
agnostic models of 
the gripper via Model 
Predictive Control

Allows for simple 
vision-based control, 
such as writing RAL 
with different hand 
attachments

“se(3)-TrackNet: Data-driven 6D Pose Tracking by 
Calibrating Image Residuals in Synthetic Domains”, 

Wen, Mitash, Ren, Bekris, ICRA 2020

High-fidelity Visual Tracking of 
Manipulated Objects without FK

We can reliably track the 6D pose of 
occluded, manipulated objects only from 
vision and by training only in simulation


